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ABSTRACT
Over the last decade, computer science has made progress towards extracting body pose from single
camera photographs or videos. This promises to enable movement science to detect disease, quantify
movement performance, and take the science out of the lab into the real world. However, current pose
tracking algorithms fall short of the needs of movement science; the types of movement data that
matter are poorly estimated. For instance, the metrics currently used for evaluating pose tracking
algorithms use noisy hand-labeled ground truth data and do not prioritize precision of relevant
variables like three-dimensional position, velocity, acceleration, and forces which are crucial for
movement science. Here, we introduce the scientific disciplines that use movement data, the types
of data they need, and discuss the changes needed to make pose tracking truly transformative for
movement science.
Keywords Movement Science · Computer Vision · Pose Estimation
1 Movement data matters.
We only interact with the world through our movements. Consequently, many scientists analyze them. Meaningful
analysis of movement data is the key to sports science: good movements maximize performance and minimize the risk
of injuries. Movement data is crucial to research in physical and occupational therapy: the right movements improve
the quality of life for patients with movement disorders. Quantified movement is a major biomarker for disease: the
way people move can aid in diagnosing the disease the patient suffers from. Studying movement is also important in its
own right as it is exciting to understand why people move the way they do. Lastly, quantifying movement matters as
movement is the output of the brain: movement provides a meaningful goal to be encoded in brain signals. Across all
these disciplines, movement data is key.
We begin by highlighting the contributions that movement science research makes to science and medicine across a
number of disciplines. Our goal of providing this summary is to introduce computer vision researchers to the importance
of developing pose tracking algorithms that serve movement science well.
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Neuroscience. As movement is the way an animal interacts with the world, many neuroscientists believe that
understanding the neural basis of movement is key to understanding the brain. Thus, many studies investigate how the
animal nervous system represents and controls movement (Figure 1a). In order to obtain such insights, these studies
typically measure the output movement (such as position and velocity) and relate it to measured neural signals. For
example, a number of studies investigate how arm reaching movements relate to brain signals. Such studies have found
a neural correlate of the preparation to move in a particular direction [1], the selection of a target to move towards [2]
and the inhibition of an impending movement [3]. These studies lead to an understanding of the neural basis of the
generation and control of arm reaching movements. Taken broadly, studying the neural basis of tracked movement
helps us understand how the healthy human brain works and points at potential faulty mechanisms in people with brain
disorders.
Biomedical engineering. In biomedical engineering, movement data is subject to engineering tools, often with
the goal of improving health and medicine (Figure 1b). These engineers analyze and simulate healthy and diseased
human movement (motion and forces) using tools such as multibody dynamics and control theory. For example, many
biomedical engineers study human locomotion because it is a ubiquitous daily activity that is crucial for good quality of
life. Simulations of locomotion of varying complexity [4, 5] have been used to analyze diseased walking [6], stability
and control of locomotion [7], or to understand the effects of lower limb surgery on walking [8]. Other engineering
research has developed equipment that measure the external forces on the leg [9] and the internal forces on muscles
[10] outside the confines of a lab. Thus, biomedical engineering has helped enable the quantification and estimation
of movement parameters that are important for human locomotion. More generally, biomedical engineers have used
simulation and hardware design to measure and estimate movement data.
Sports and exercise science. In sports science, human movement data is often used for maximizing athlete perfor-
mance and success (Figure 1c). In a typical approach, scientists measure movement features (such as position, velocity,
acceleration and force) and correlate them with performance. These results are then used to provide feedback and
specific training guidance to athletes in competitive sports. For example, in soccer, the ability to accelerate quickly
and accurately has been recognized as important for good performance [11]. Because of this, a number of studies
have investigated the effect that different types of training regimes [12], ages of players [13] and player field positions
[14] have on acceleration profiles of soccer players’ movements. The results from such studies in soccer inform the
decisions of coaches when choosing training exercises, selecting players and assigning field positions. More generally,
the insights obtained from athlete movement data inform strategy, training, the minimization of injury risk, and eventual
success in sports.
Psychology. Psychology researchers develop theories of how mental processes (cognition) and perceptions of the
environment lead to observable actions; movement is one such action (Figure 1d). Such studies measure the kinematics
(speed, position, and timing) of movement in response to certain environmental conditions and test theories of mind,
senses and body that best explain the observed behavior. For example, a number of studies in psychology analyze which
theories best explain locomotion behaviors in different environments. One study found that people walk systematically
differently in the presence of music and posited this is due to perceptual amplification [15]. Others found that walking
behavior in moving crowds have characteristic leader-follower behaviors [16] and locomotion in such a moving
environment is calibrated in a task-specific way [17]. Developmental psychology studies in children also find that
locomotion task-environment mapping is learned in a task-specific way [18] and that infants explore their environments
through aperiodic short paths and falls [19]. Movement serves as a useful quantifiable action that psychologists can
analyze to critically evaluate their theories of cognition and perception.
Physiology. Physiology-based approaches use movement data to get at the mechanisms of movement. They use
measures such as displacements, velocities and forces at the intramuscular, intermuscular or whole-body scales (Figure
1e). Additionally, measures of exertion such as muscle activation or metabolic energy consumption are often used. For
example, a number of studies in physiology have analyzed how muscle activations are generated and coordinated to
control movement and posture. At the intramuscular scale, one study found that motor units within a given muscle
are activated over a small spatial range during human standing [20]. Another study analyzed how length change is
shared between a tendon and the rest of a muscle in the ankle [21] or how muscle lengths change dynamically during
walking [22]. At the whole-body scale, one study found how multiple muscles are activated in a combined fashion when
recovering from a push [23] and another modeled the role of the different muscle sensors in controlling movement [24].
Through the analysis of movement data across scales, studies in physiology enable mechanistic models of movement.
Rehabilitation. About 42 million people in the United States of America are diagnosed with movement disorders
such as Parkinson’s disease, stroke, and cerebral palsy. Additionally, there are about 2 million amputees in the US and
many of them use prostheses everyday. Rehabilitation of people with walking disabilities is a major focus area for all
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Field of publication research
a) Neuroscience
- brain-movement 
correlations
- motor learning
- brain interfaces 
for movement
b) Biomedical Engineering
- biomechanics
- motor control
- prosthesis and 
exoskeleton 
design
c) Sports Science
- sports 
performance
- injury
- equipment 
design
g) Biophysics
- representation 
and processing 
of movement 
- theories and 
models of 
motor 
coordination
f ) Motor Rehabilitation
- rehab system 
design
- evaluation 
metrics for disease 
and treatment
- patient-therapist 
interactions
e) Physiology
- models of 
human muscle
- muscle 
anatomy
- metabolics of 
movement
h) Robotics
- robot system 
design
- robot 
locomotion
- rehab robotics
d) Psychology
- human motor 
development
- human motor 
behavior
- psychological 
disorders and 
movement
Figure 1: Many important disciplines of science and engineering rely on human movement data for research.
movement science disciplines (Figure 1f). Towards this goal, movement data is used as a diagnostic tool, to inform
treatment and to quantify the progress of disabled individual post-treatment. For example, movement data is commonly
used to diagnose and treat patients with gait disorders. Variability in gait motion is a marker for some movement
disorders [25] and can be explained with simple models of fall-avoidance [26]. A proposed dopamine-inducing drug
[27] and a ‘deep brain stimulation’ treatment [28] were found to improve aspects of measured gait in patients with
Parkinson’s disease. On-line movement measures have been used to design prostheses [29] and exoskeletons [30],
thus paving the way for customizable assistive devices for gait rehabilitation. The quality of medical interventions and
diagnostics can be improved by movement quantification.
Biophysics. Why humans move the way they do, is one of the big questions in science. Studies investigating this
question take inspiration from physics to test theories of biological movement (Figure 1g). Typical studies collect
movement data to test hypotheses such as minimization of metabolic energy [31], optimal feedback control [32], or
Bayesian inference [33]. For example, scientists ask if the way people walk is as efficient as it could be. They do so by
measuring metabolic energy use and kinematics and relating the two through optimization models [4, 34]. Minimization
of metabolic energy predicts observed walking speed [35], step width [36] and step frequency [37]. Scientists have also
studied the relationship between metabolic energy and stability i.e., walking while minimizing the chances of a fall
[38, 39]. Movement data thus enables answering questions about the how and why of human movement.
Robotics. Inspiration from human movement has been used to develop more stable and more efficient robot motion
(Figure 1h). Moreover, there is a recent thrust in the field of robotics to assist with physical therapy in a more repeatable,
quantifiable and low-cost environment. Towards this goal, robots use movement data as a source of inspiration for
mechanical design, to inform robot control algorithms and to act as a goal signal (in the case of rehab robots). For
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example, one robot project takes inspiration for leg mechanical design and control from birds with an inverted knee
[40]. While most robots consume a lot of power for locomotion [41], some robots take inspiration from the mechanics
of human locomotion to achieve energy-efficient motion [42]. Robots intended for rehabilitating people with walking
disorders such as wearable soft exoskeletons [43] and low-cost interactive robots that train and monitor patient progress
[44] are at the cutting edge of the field. Thus, human and animal movement serves as a source of conceptual inspiration
as well as provides data for designing and controlling useful robot movement.
Other disciplines that use movement data. The above description of the disciplines that use movement data is
by no means an exhaustive one. Our focus in this review is biased by the expertise of the authors towards scientific
and medical applications that aim to understand, assist, and improve human movement. Social sciences, comparative
biology, security applications, etc. are examples of fields that also use human and animal movement data and are outside
the scope of our expertise. For example, in social sciences, human movement data is used as a metric of body language
to infer emotion [45] with applications to animation [46] and social robotics [47]. Measuring movements of different
animal species as a function of morphology is of interest to comparative biologists interested in understanding the
relationship between morphology and movement behavior [48, 49]. In the field of security, analyzing human movement
is important to detect stealthy or threatening behavior using security cameras [50, 51]. Thus, our vision for how pose
tracking needs to change in order for it to transform movement science may extend to disciplines beyond the specific
ones mentioned in this paper.
2 Pose tracking promises to transform the scope and scale of movement science.
Movement science is an interdisciplinary field that has impacted medicine, engineering, neuroscience and sports with
thousands of papers being published (see Figure 1) and many tens of thousands being cited every year. However,
the traditional tools used for data collection in movement science significantly limit the scope and scale of its study.
A vast majority of movement science focuses on contrived and repetitive movements studied inside the confines of
a lab, is conducted on small non-representative subject samples and uses expensive equipment for measurements.
Computer vision-based tracking of human pose, if it meets its potential, promises to transform movement science [52]
by broadening its scope, increasing its scale, making it more representative and less expensive.
A majority of movement science studies are conducted inside the confines of a lab, as demanded by large and tethered
sensors. This prevents the community from studying the broad range of human movement behavior found in the real
world. Also, as lab-confined studies can be quite time consuming, they are often conducted on small sample sizes
of human subjects. High quality computer vision-based pose tracking of videos promises to capture complex human
movements occurring in natural environments [53]. Also, because it is relatively easy to obtain videos of human
movement from online sources (such as YouTube) with the help of creative commons license, pose tracking could
increase the sample sizes of data used in movement science studies by orders of magnitude.
The high cost of the sensors used to measure movement data and the difficulty of recruiting subjects widely limits the
accessibility and inclusivity of the science. A substantial fraction of movement science studies are conducted largely
on American males of a standard height, size and age as these subjects are easily available in a university setting; this
fact is likely to bias the findings of movement science towards a subset of the population. Pose tracking provides
the opportunity to conduct studies on people of all sexes, shapes, sizes, and ages; this promises to make the research
findings more broadly-applicable and generalizable. Most existing tools for movement science are very expensive and
limit the science only to labs that have a lot of funds available. Pose tracking research has the ability to bring movement
science to labs that have less access to resources such as smaller schools and departments in developing countries.
There is constant ongoing research to improve the state of the art of computer vision-based pose tracking tools. Despite
this, the current pose tracking algorithms fall short of their potential to transform movement science. In the next section,
we outline some of the reasons why current pose tracking algorithms are unsuitable to the needs of movement science
and suggest some of the ways in which they can be changed to transform movement science.
3 Pose tracking algorithms need to estimate different movement quantities.
Movement science needs good estimates of three-dimensional kinematics, mass, size and kinetics of human and animal
movement. For example, body part positions matter for muscle and tendon lengths. Velocities matter for neural
signals. Accelerations matter for animals chasing one another. Forces matter for injuries. Energy matters for efficiency
of movement. While the two-dimensional position of the left ear of an athlete on a single image may be perfectly
scientifically irrelevant, the force of impact on her leg may decide between an outstanding career in baseball and an
outstanding bill for physical therapy. Despite this, two-dimensional pixel positions are popular in computer vision as
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they are easy to obtain and many competitions have been dedicated to maximizing their estimation accuracy. In the rest
of this section, we argue that pose tracking should start working to improve the estimation of the quantities that actually
matter for doing science with movement data.
Current pose tracking algorithms do not prioritize measurement of the quantities that matter for movement science. The
major focus of pose estimation research so far has been on estimating 2D pose from single images; the focus of the field
is now quickly moving towards 3D pose from single images. However, in most pose estimation algorithms (see Figure
2a), consecutive time frames are treated as statistically independent and the underlying dynamical structure of the pose
statistics are ignored. This omission often results in gross mis-estimates of pose in consecutive frames of a video (for
instance, see Figure 2b ii) that can easily be discerned by the human eye. In addition to not incorporating structure
in time into the algorithms, the ground truth data benchmarks currently used do not include quantities important to
movement science like velocity, acceleration, and forces [54, 55]; such benchmarks often measure keypoint localization
errors averaged over all frames. Moreover, these benchmark datasets do not consist of the types of movements
encountered in movement science, often consisting of contrived poses [54] or relying on much broader-purpose image
datasets [54]. In a popular variant of pose tracking, multi-person pose tracking [56], the community has focused more
on identity-switches and fragmentations of multiple targets, giving even less attention for localization accuracy, not to
mention metrics such as velocity and acceleration. Thus, we believe that the field of pose estimation currently does not
prioritize important movement variables and this results in poor estimates of the data that matters for movement science.
Some common failure modes of existing pose estimation algorithms are illustrated in Figure 2b. In this section, in
addition to highlighting the quantities that matter to movement science, we suggest ways that pose tracking algorithms
should be adapted to better estimate these quantities. We provide a tabular summary of our key suggestions to the
computer vision community in Figure 3.
Three-dimensional position, velocity and acceleration. Our movements unfold in three dimensions and most
movement science studies focus on three-dimensional positions, velocities, and accelerations. For example, to diagnose
progress in a patient with a movement disorder, measures of the three-dimensional kinematics are analyzed [57].
A majority of the existing pose tracking algorithms, however, aim to maximize the accuracy of two-dimensional,
not three-dimensional, pose in single images or video frames [58, 59, 60, 61]. While more and more pose tracking
algorithms are recently aiming for three-dimensional estimates [62, 63], still fewer incorporate tracking in time to
improve pose estimates i.e. using the past and future movements to improve localization of pose in a given frame
(Figure 2a). Frame-to-frame tracking errors of the kind shown in Figure 2b ii will lead to even larger errors in velocity
and acceleration upon numerical differentiation.
Despite the existing issues, we believe that obtaining more accurate three-dimensional positions, velocities and
accelerations from videos is possible by changing the pose tracking algorithms and ground truth benchmarks. Skeletal
motion naturally creates a hierarchical dependency structure that results in spatial (joint location) and temporal (laws of
motion) constraints. Thus, if you know the position, velocity, acceleration, and skeletal shape from the past few frames,
then you can build a strong prior for the next frame. None of the existing pose tracking algorithms use such priors to
improve pose estimates. Secondly, it is possible to incorporate into the algorithm camera motion to obtain 3D depth
information [64, 65]. In addition to the issues with existing algorithms outlined above, pose estimation algorithms use
crowd-sourced hand-labeled keypoints [66, 55] as ground truth and these are likely subject to human error [67]. Also,
3D pose tracking algorithms use contrived lab-based poses for ground truth [68] that likely do not overlap with the
distribution of poses that are of interest to movement scientists. Video ground truth data (not static images) for velocity
and acceleration in-the-wild could be obtained by collaborating with movement scientists. Then, minimization of errors
in velocity and acceleration, not just pose, can be added to the objective functions of the algorithms. Given that many
approaches in movement science are infeasible without reasonably accurate three-dimensional kinematic measures
beyond static pose, pose tracking algorithms must improve their estimation of three-dimensional movements.
External contact forces. For many applications, quantifying the external forces involved in a movement is important.
After all, the external forces determine the stress on bones and joints which relate to injury [70]. However, estimating
external forces with current pose tracking algorithms is practically impossible. If there is only one point of contact, one
can estimate contact forces using the mass and acceleration estimates for the individual body segments. However, when
there are multiple points of contact for a movement, forces cannot be directly estimated from mass and acceleration
because such a system is ‘statically indeterminate’ [71]. Moreover, the relevant frequency content of even relatively
slow movements such as walking goes up to about 20 Hz [72] which, according to Nyquist’s theorem [73], cannot be
observed with the frame rate of a typical video camera (about 30 Hz).
This drawback of existing algorithms, however, does not mean that a video-based algorithm cannot successfully estimate
external force from movement. Consider someone kicking a ball: their foot decelerates by some extent (which can
be estimated from previous and subsequent frames) over the total displacement of the soft tissue of the foot, resulting
5
72%
a) Pose estimation papers by temporal tracking b) Example failures by pose estimation
 algorithms
72%
28%
algorithm contains temporal tracking
algorithm does not contain temporal tracking
b ii) Temporal continuity failure b iii) Range of motion failure
b iv) Total pose estimation failure
b i) Body proportion failure
Figure 2: The need for better pose tracking algorithms. a) Most pose estimation papers published in computer
vision conferences in the past two years do not use temporal information. b) Typical failure modes when algorithms are
applied to videos of interest to movement science. In these cases, the algorithm’s performance is clearly inferior to that
of the human eye. To generate this figure, we processed a video of a gymnast using the pretrained keypoint-RCNN
model from Detectron [69]. Example images (CC) taken from YouTube, https://youtu.be/C08QnMjDfIc?t=79
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in the deformation of the shoe-ball complex and the movement of the ball [74]. In addition to local deformation near
the contact patch, estimating transmitted vibrations of individual body parts (the calf of the leg, for instance) can also
help break static indeterminacy and estimate contact forces. As the deformations over which forces occur and the
vibrations they result in contain information about the forces themselves, an algorithm designed to estimate external
forces from videos should be achievable. Given the importance of external force measurements for movement science,
their estimation should be prioritized by the pose tracking algorithms and competitions.
Absolute mass, length and inertia. Estimates of true whole-body as well as body segment mass and size are
necessary for movement science. Estimation of mass and size of individuals is important for understanding how
movements differ in people of different body types [75] and most movement science papers are expected to report the
weight and height statistics of the subjects studied. The mass and inertia measures of body segments are needed to
estimate internal forces and torques and to identify the joints that contribute to a given movement [76]. Despite this,
typical pose tracking algorithms do not attempt to provide estimates of absolute mass, inertia and size. The best one
could do with existing pose tracking algorithms is to obtain the relative size of one segment with respect to other ones.
However, such relative measures of size are typically not useful: absolute measures of movement are needed for any
type of diagnosis and when comparing movements across individuals of different sizes.
One way to rectify this is by using computer vision to estimate the true size and scale of a known object in the
background and use this information to estimate the size of the person or animal in the image. The estimates of absolute
mass and inertia can then be made using standard cadaveric length-mass and length-inertia regressions [77]. Adding in
priors for the relative sizes of different body segments from empirical data will also prevent errors in pose estimation
which result in impossible body lengths (see Figure 2b i). One could also use optical effects, such as limited depth of
field and their influence on blur to estimate the true size of the object in a given image. Gravity is a constant and affects
the dynamics of freely falling objects seen in videos, this information can be used to estimate the true size of a given
object based on the direction of gravity and the trajectories inferred frame-by-frame. This could be done, for instance,
by tuning the scaling between the distance in pixels and the true length until the vertical acceleration of the object is
equal to acceleration due to gravity. One might also need to incorporate or ignore the effect of air resistance depending
on the application. Absolute size and scale of movement is essential for making meaningful scientific inference from
movement data and pose tracking algorithms should estimate these.
Pose tracking with task and subject generality. Aspects of movement have been found to change with subject
demographics (like age or sex) and with the movement task (like walking or reaching). For example, studying the
likelihood of falls with age [78] is an important area of movement science as many disabilities and deaths in older
individuals occur due to falls [79]. Also, the differences in the injury-proneness of movements in males and females
has been studied [80]. However, it is unclear if pose tracking algorithms will work equally well on people of different
demographics or across different movement tasks. Artificial intelligence has been shown to have racial and gender
biases due to unbalances datasets [81]. Providing labels for demographic information and for the type of movement task
could help study any systematic biases in the pose estimates. For example, infants and elderly individuals have different
body configurations than the rest of the population. Infants have a comparatively larger torso and head while elderly
individuals often have a hunched posture and use walkers or crutches; these body configurations are less typically seen
in the image datasets used to train pose tracking models. In Figure 2b iv, we show an example of this where the pose
estimation algorithms completely fails to detect an upside-down gymnast while still detecting a sitting human with
similar amounts of blur, likely due to not being exposed to training data that contains a gymnast mid-task. Thus, it is
very likely that the current pose tracking algorithms would need significant retraining to be able to correctly detect the
movements of the populations that are of interest for movement science.
Pose tracking algorithms could be better designed to detect the movements of a broader demographic by training the
models on a more diverse range of videos that include elderly individuals [82], infants [83], etc. Also, they could be
trained to generalize across different tasks by training with videos that contain different types of movements that are of
interest to movement science like walking, running, reaching, etc. Computer vision can also provide an estimate of
demographics, say, by classifying the face by age [84] or sex [85]. Additionally, these algorithms could also be trained
to classify demographics based on the movements themselves. Inferring the demographics of the individuals and the
type of movement task in addition to tracking pose is essential to study movements in different populations, to ensure
unbiased training datasets, and to remove any systematic biases in the estimates for certain populations and tasks.
Body contact and partial occlusion. Pose tracking promises movement science on large datasets in-the-wild which
will be useful for many applications that are otherwise difficult to study. However, many in-the-wild environments
that are of interest to movement science consist of body contact between multiple individuals and partial occlusion
of body parts. For example, studying physiotherapist-patient interactions in a clinical setting necessitates separating
the movements of the physiotherapist from those of the patient despite contact [86], something current pose tracking
7
Figure 3: Key takeaways from the paper regarding what movement science needs from pose tracking and how
to get there.
algorithms would not be good for. Similarly, in-the-wild data consists of occlusions which currently cause some pose
tracking algorithms to fail [87] with the only solution being to handpick video frames where occlusions are absent.
These issues with not detecting contact and partial occlusions can be dealt with, for instance, by creating training
examples by augmenting ground truth data such that individuals from distinct images are artificially brought in contact
or occluded, to train the algorithms to better detect such scenarios. The use of such synthetic data and data augmentation
will also provide more accurate ground truth data than the currently used hand-labeled estimates of the location of an
occluded body part. Additionally, this approach will help balance the dataset by creating more examples that contain
occlusion and contact in comparison to the datasets that are currently used. By making pose tracking algorithms better
at detecting partial occlusions and contact, we can truly leverage the wealth of in-the-wild data to answer movement
science questions.
Fixed frame of reference. For many movement science applications, the estimates of body motion need to be in
a fixed frame of reference. For example, what matters for understanding the progress of an individual undergoing
physiotherapy is the knee angle in the body’s frame of reference [88] not in the camera frame of reference. Moreover,
Newton’s laws of motion, which are always used for movement science analyses, only hold true in a frame of reference
that is static or moving at a constant speed. Current pose tracking methods would estimate such body angles in
two-dimensions in the camera’s frame of reference. However, this method is subject to hand-held camera movements
[89] and the angles estimated would depend heavily on the camera angle, which is not ideal.
One way to deal with the issue of camera-fixed frame of reference in hand-held videos is to use training data where
multiple camera angles for the same movement are naturally present, e.g. during sporting events. Additionally, pose
tracking algorithms could be trained to use a fixed background object to estimate and remove camera movements from
the pose estimates, say, by using SLAM and self calibration to update camera pose [90]. Being able to provide good
movement estimates in a fixed frame of reference is crucial for movement science applications.
4 Conclusions
The pose tracking field has made dramatic progress over the course of the last decade. And, indeed, there are impressive
demonstrations that show how great the technology is [87, 66]. However, the field has not yet, with the exception of
DeepLabCut [91, 92], impacted movement science research because its algorithms do not prioritize the quantities that
matter for movement science. In this paper, we have introduced computer vision scientists to the field of movement
science, outlined the reasons why computer vision has failed to impact movement science despite the obvious scope for
connections, and outlined some of the ways in which pose estimation algorithms can be adapted to bridge this gap. We
8
believe that it is time to design pose tracking algorithms around the needs of the community that actually needs pose
tracking: movement science.
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